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Abstract

With the use of moderninförmationtechnology in nowadays companiesthere is seen a change from
the problem of accessibilityof införmationto the problem of införmation retrieval. This means not

only finding the införmationbut also presenting införmation in a usable way for different applica¬
tions. To do this there had to be a transformationfrom one process-view to another.

Regarding the state of införmationtechnology the interchangeof införmation isn't any problem
accordingto system technology or syntactical definitions. The problem still existing is based on the
semanticallevel ofprocess and data integration.
The conventionalapproach implementing an integrated IT-solution is characterized by a bottom-up
procedure. With this proceeding the interconnection is described regarding technical possibilities.
According to this approach there had been some implementation trials of modelling the whole
product with all processviews in one Schema to be mappedin a relationaldatabase. A complemen-
tary approach is the so called businessprocessreengineering, with mostly is not affected bymodern
införmationtechnology.
In this work there will be describeda top-down approach by using possibilities of nowadays Infor¬
mationtechnology.For this purpose ther will be an analysis of the processesof newproduct devel¬
opment (primary development), the sales process and the process of customer specific redesignof
products (secundary development).
For the integration of those processes is introducedthe definition of the Digital Product which has
to be seen as an integration platform for the communicationof primary an secundary development
and the salesprocess. There has been presentedan procedure to define a Digital Product an a verifi¬
cation of that using an industrial example. Important Elements are the way to find the needed In¬
formation sets and the use of införmationtechnology for the objeet transformationto speeifical
views.

To define an integration platform there is been presenteda Classificationschema for differentlevels
of införmation classes. Also important for the Systemintegration is the Classification of different
views to this data sets.

In an application example there is pointed out how this mechanism will work in integrating the
definition of variant products from the technical view and the configuration to customers needs in
the sales process. Regardingthe configuration Problem it is worked out how differentproduct char¬
acteristics influence the mechanisms of communicationtechnologies.
Anybusinessreorganisation is controlled by a value benefit analysis. Using the implementedexam¬
ple it is shown which problemsmight arise using a Standard return on investment calculation in
evaluating the benefits of introducinga Digital Product. It is shown that the approach of benefit
evaluation needs to regard the problem that costs will arise in one part of the Companyfor gaining
profit in another.

The aim of this work is to show the enourmous benefit reachableby combination of businessproc¬
ess redesign and the implementation of integrating införmationtechnology by the use of a Digital
Product.
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